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Identification of African-Specific Admixture
between Modern and Archaic Humans

Jeffrey D. Wall,1,* Aakrosh Ratan,2 Eric Stawiski,3,4 and the GenomeAsia 100K Consortium

Recent work has demonstrated that two archaic human groups (Neanderthals and Denisovans) interbred with modern humans and

contributed to the contemporary human gene pool. These findings relied on the availability of high-coverage genomes from both

Neanderthals and Denisovans. Here we search for evidence of archaic admixture from a worldwide panel of 1,667 individuals using

an approach that does not require the presence of an archaic human reference genome. We find no evidence for archaic admixture

in the Andaman Islands, as previously claimed, or on the island of Flores, where Homo floresiensis fossils have been found. However,

we do find evidence for at least one archaic admixture event in sub-Saharan Africa, with the strongest signal in Khoesan and Pygmy in-

dividuals from Southern and Central Africa. The locations of these putative archaic admixture tracts are weighted against functional

regions of the genome, consistent with the long-term effects of purifying selection against introgressed genetic material.
Introduction

Anatomically modern humans are thought to have evolved

in one or more locations in Africa more than 100 Kya.1–3

From there they expanded throughout Africa, into Eurasia,

and throughout the restof theworld,with remote islandsbe-

ing colonized onlywithin the past 1,000 years.4,5 Asmodern

humansmigrated to new areas, they came into contact with

and interbredwithvarious ‘‘archaic’’humangroups. It isnow

well documented that non-African individuals inherited

�2% of their DNA from Neanderthals,6–8 while Melanesian

and aboriginal Australian individuals inherited �4%–5% of

their DNA from an enigmatic archaic human group called

Denisovans.9–11 The identification and quantification of

these admixture events was greatly aided by the availability

of high-quality draft genome sequences from a single

Neanderthal7 and a single Denisovan11 individual. Since

only sparse, fragmented DNA has been recovered from any

other (i.e., non-Neanderthal, non-Denisovan) archaic hu-

man source,12,13 other methods must be used to detect any

additional archaic admixture events in human history.

Recently, there have been several studies claiming evi-

dence of past archaic admixture events in sub-Saharan

Africa.14–18 There are two main reasons why these claims

are plausible. First, the archeological record shows that

modern and archaic humans, as well as groups with a

mixture of modern and archaic skeletal features, are likely

to have co-existed in the same place and at the same time

in Africa for tens of thousands of years,3,19–21 so there was

likely more opportunity for admixture inside Africa

compared with outside of Africa. Second, genetic studies

have consistently shown that sub-Saharan African ge-

nomes contain more long, diverged haplotypes than

expected under ‘‘null’’ models without archaic admix-

ture,14–16 and these diverged haplotypes are exactly what
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we would expect to observe if archaic admixture did in

fact occur.22 However, these previous studies have been

limited in scope, because they either considered only a

small fraction of the genome,14,15,23 or included a very

limited collection of samples/populations,16,17 or used

only low-coverage genome sequences.18 Further, none of

these other studies explicitly excluded potential copy

number variants, which can mimic the appearance of

archaic admixture tracts.

In this study, we revisit the question of archaic admix-

ture by analyzing 1,667 diverse, high-coverage human

genomes representative of the full spectrum of human

genetic diversity. We focus on non-Neanderthal, non-De-

nisovan admixture and use a linkage-disequilibrium (LD)

based approach similar to previous studies. The data

come from the GenomeAsia 100K Pilot Project (GAsP),24

and the broad sampling of the GAsP allows us tomore fully

explore the strength of evidence for archaic admixture into

populations from around the world. The in-depth sam-

pling also allows us to test the efficacy of our approach

by seeing whether we could detect evidence of Denisovan

admixture purely from patterns of LD and without access

to the Denisovan genome. (See also Skov et al.25 for an

unrelated approach to the same question.)

While quantifying the extent of admixture between

modern and archaic humans is clearly of historical and

evolutionary interest, it also has direct implications for hu-

man disease genetics. There is a growing body of evidence

suggesting that introgressedNeanderthal regions are gener-

ally deleterious (i.e., harmful) in modern humans.8,26–28

There are large stretches of the genome completely devoid

ofNeanderthal (or Denisovan) admixture,8,26,29 which sug-

gests there may be genetic incompatibilities between

archaic human and modern human DNA in these regions.

Further, regions of the genome subject to stronger purifying
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Table 1. The Average Number of PGHs per Individual across
Different Geographical Regions

Group
Sample
Size PGH Mean p Valuea

Simulation
Mean

Khoesan 12 498.9 0.0031 –

Pygmy 7 428 <10�7 –

West Afr. 42 334 <10�7 0.6–33.1

East Afr. 24 266.3 9.77 3 10�5 –

North Afr. 4 118.5 2.26 3 10�4 –

Middle East 19 68.2 <10�6 –

European 75 53.6 <10�7 0–26.9

Melanesian 66 42.6 <10�7 0–26.5

East Asian 315 35.4 – 0–27.6

‘‘PGHmean’’ shows the observed averages while ‘‘Simulation mean’’ shows the
simulated averages under a demographic model proposed by Malaspinas
et al.30 with a range of different recombination assumptions. See Material
and Methods for details.
ap value of a Mann-Whitney U test of whether the PGH values in the specified
row are significantly larger than the PGH values in the row directly below.
selection have on average less Neanderthal and Denisovan

introgression,8,29 as expected ifmost archaic ancestry tracts

are being selected against. In addition, introgressed Nean-

derthal regions are associated with several common dis-

eases, including depression, obesity, coronary atheroscle-

rosis, and myocardial infarction.27 Finally, a temporal

analysis of modern human samples claimed that the

amount of Neanderthal DNA in Europeans has been

decreasing over time,30 as expected due to purifying selec-

tion acting against Neanderthal admixture. However, this

last observation is unproven and may be an artifact of the

methodology used for estimating admixture propor-

tions.31 Overall, we believe that the identification of

additional (non-Neanderthal non-Denisovan) introgres-

sion tracts will help identify regions that are more

likely to contain harmful variants and point to populations

that have an elevated disease burden due to ancient admix-

ture events that happened tens of thousands of years ago.
Material and Methods

GA100KP Sequence Data
The GenomeAsia 100K project analyzed a total of 1,739 individ-

uals (1,236 newly sequenced genomes and 503 genomes from pre-

vious studies), representing 64 countries and more than 200

ethnic groups. All individuals were sequenced to high coverage

(�303) using standard Illumina paired-end sequencing. A uni-

form pipeline was used for read mapping in both the public and

newly sequenced genomes, followed by joint variant calling in

all of the individuals using an approach similar to what was

used by the ExAC consortium.32 Originally, 1,863 genomes were

analyzed, but after application of strict QC filters this number

was reduced to 1,739. Proper informed consent and IRB approval

was obtained for all of the new genomes generated by the project.

Further details on the samples, sequencing, variant calling, and

quality control can be found in the GAsP paper.24
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We excluded one individual from every first-degree relative pair

to obtain a set of 1,667 putatively unrelated individuals from the

GAsP. We accessed vcf files for these individuals from the

GenomeAsia website24 and restricted our analyses to biallelic

SNPs. To reduce the confounding effects of erroneous genotype

calls in repetitive regions, we excluded all genomic regions that

were contained within the 1000 Genomes Project strict mask file

(see Web Resources). We also excluded all regions containing

copy number variants (CNVs) in these samples (see below).
Identifying CNVs
We applied BIC-seq233 to identify the copy number variant re-

gions in each sample separately. For each sample, we used

SAMtools34 to determine the leftmost mapping location for all pri-

mary alignments that were assigned a mapping quality greater

than zero. We then used NBICseq-norm to normalize the counts

in non-overlapping bins of 100 bps, using a mappability map35

for reads of 75 bps. NBICseq-norm models the number of reads

mapped to a position in the mappability map dependent on local

features and calculates the expected number of mapped reads for

every position in the mappability map. The ratio between the

observed number and the expected number of mapped reads in

a region is then a reflection of the copy number of the region.

We identified a subset of 206 individuals with GC-associated biases

that could not be accounted for by the regression model used in

BIC-seq, and those were collated into a separate list. We then

used NBICseq-seg to segment the bin counts into segments that

have the same copy number state. We used ‘‘--bootstrap’’ to assign

confidence values to the CNV calls. All segments that had a pvalue

< 0.01 and a log2.copyRatio > 0.2 were subsequently called as

duplications, and segments that had a pvalue < 0.01 and a

log2.copyRatio < �0.2 were called as deletions.
Sample Selection
While all 1,667 unrelated individuals from the GAsP dataset were

analyzed jointly, we subsampled the GAsP genomes into 9

regional groupings based primarily on geographic origin and

secondarily on ethnicity for some comparisons with previous re-

sults or simulations. These included 12 Khoesan from Southern

Africa, 7 Pygmies from Central Africa, 42 West Africans, 24 East

Africans, 4 North Africans, 19 Middle Easterners, 75 Europeans,

315 East Asians, and 66 Melanesians (Table 1). These comparisons

excluded Bantu language-speaking groups from Eastern and

Southern Africa due to potential admixture in the last several

thousand years. While any division of the Eurasian samples is

somewhat arbitrary, we chose to focus on Europeans and East

Asians (and exclude Central Asians, South Asians, and Caucasians)

to help align our results with the simulations described below.

Finally, we colloquially use ‘‘Melanesians’’ to refer to individuals

indigenous to Australia, New Guinea, or the islands directly to

the east of New Guinea. The estimated numbers of PGHs for all

1,667 samples is provided in Table S2.
Identifying Archaic Admixture (‘‘Ghost’’ Admixture)
We use the term ‘‘ghost’’ admixture to refer to potential archaic-

modern human admixture involving unknown groups. We

searched for long, diverged haplotypes as candidate regions for

archaic human introgression, similar to our previous work.36,37

(We call these regions putative ghost haplotypes or PGHs.) Since

we do not know a priori where ghost admixture may have

occurred, we did not assume that African genomes had no
nal of Human Genetics 105, 1254–1261, December 5, 2019 1255



admixture, as previous studies of Neanderthal and Denisovan

admixture have done.8,29,36 (This assumption is relaxed in the

next section.) We searched across the autosomes for regions with

1. Ten or more SNPs in complete LD (i.e., all pairwise r2 values

of 1)

2. A minimum distance of 10 bp between consecutive SNPs

identified in (1)

3. A minimum total length of 5 kb

4. A density of diagnostic SNPs of a least 2 per kb

5. An average frequency in the Denisovan andNeanderthal ge-

nomes of <0.1 for the derived alleles in the SNPs identified

in (1)

6. A frequency of >0.1% and<20% for the putative haplotype

For step 4, to remove edge effects we calculated (S � 1)/(L � 1),

where S is the number of SNPs identified in step 1 and L is the

number of assayed (i.e., non-masked) bases between the first and

last SNPs in the haplotype. While the density cutoff is arbitrary,

we chose it so that the number of PGHs under null demographic

models is relatively low (see below). Also, for step 5, we only

used the Altai Neanderthal and Denisovan genomes. Allele fre-

quencies are thus 0, 0.5, or 1 for each site, and we average these

frequencies over all of the sites in complete LD identified in step

1. Note that our definition of PGHs uses unphased genotypes,

but we colloquially refer to them as diverged haplotypes.
Testing the PGH Methodology
We tested the approach described above to see whether we could

detect the signs of Denisovan admixture if we did not have access

to the Denisovan genome. Similar to before, we identified PGHs

fulfilling the following criteria:

1. Ten or more SNPs in complete LD (i.e., all pairwise r2 values

of 1)

2. A minimum distance of 10 bp between consecutive SNPs

identified in (1)

3. A minimum total length of 5 kb

4. A density of diagnostic SNPs of a least 2 per kb

5. An average frequency in the Neanderthal genome of <0.1

for the derived alleles in the SNPs identified in (1)

6. A frequency of >0.1% and<50% for the putative haplotype

7. A frequency of 0% among 49 West and Central Africans for

the putative haplotype (because our focus for this test case is

on archaic admixture outside of Africa)

Null Simulations
To estimate howmany PGHs would be expected under a null model

with no archaic admixture, we ran coalescent simulations38 using

the demographic model proposed by Malaspinas and colleagues36

(see their Figure S07.3). We simulated 1 Neanderthal, 1 Denisovan,

50 West African, 50 European, 50 East Asian, and 50 Melanesian

diploid samples in multiple 10 Mb regions and tabulated the

average number of PGHs for each population using the samemeth-

odology as used for our analyses of the GAsP data.

We made two separate assumptions regarding repetitive regions

for our whole-genome simulations. First, we simulated a total of 3

Gb of sequence and assumed that the scaled mutation rate was

constant at q ¼ 0.7 / kb, to match the observed average levels of

heterozygosity for the filtered data. This is equivalent to assuming

that the proportion of sequence excluded using the 1000
1256 The American Journal of Human Genetics 105, 1254–1261, Dec
Genomes Project strict mask is constant across the genome. Our

second assumption simulated a total of 2.07 Gb of data, with a

scaled mutation rate of q ¼ 1 / kb (which matches the observed

levels of heterozygosity for assayed bases in the filtered data).

This is equivalent to assuming that all of the sequence excluded

using the mask is contiguous. The first assumption will underesti-

mate the number of PGHs expected under a given evolutionary

model, while the second will lead to an overestimate. We ran

both to obtain a range of expectations.

Since assumptions about the recombination rate have a direct

effect on levels of linkage disequilibrium and thus the expected

numbers of PGHs, we reran our simulations using a range of

different underlying recombination rates. Some of these assumed

a constant value for the scaled recombination parameter across the

genome, ranging from r ¼ 0.05 to 0.4 / kb. (For comparison, the

true genome-wide average is estimated to be rz1 / kb forWest Af-

ricans.) Note that lower recombination rates for the null (i.e., no

ancient admixture) simulations are conservative for the goal of

testing whether ancient admixture occurred, since they will tend

to overestimate the number of PGHs.

We also ran simulations using a distribution of recombination

rates to better mimic the variation in patterns of linkage disequilib-

rium found in real data.We used the scaled recombination rates esti-

mated from the HapMap YRI data39 and sorted the recombination

rate values for non-overlapping 200 kb windows. Then, we divided

the genomeup into 10 equally sized groups (whichwe call ‘‘deciles’’)

and calculated the average recombination rate for each decile. Our

simulations then involved 10 sets of 21 (or 30, see above) different

10 Mb regions, with each set having a recombination rate equal to

the average value over a specific decile, or a recombination rate

exactlyhalf of the average for eachdecile. The results for each recom-

bination scenario were averaged over 5 whole-genome replicates.

PGH Desert Simulations
To estimate the number of large PGH deserts expected by chance,

we randomly chose 2,319 PGH locations from a single contiguous

2.068 Gb stretch of assayed sequence. (This is conservative in that

modeling each autosome separately will lead to fewer large PGH

deserts.) We performed 1,000 replicates and tabulated for each

replicate the number of large (>7Mb) regions that did not contain

a single simulated PGH. Results are similar for other size cutoffs.

Overlap of PGHs with Coding Regions and Protein-

Altering SNPs
In total, we identified 2,319 PGHs which included 58,313 putative

archaic variants (i.e., identified in step 1 in the definition above)

spanning 21.3 Mb. Of the putative archaic variants, 123 were

non-synonymous. The proportion, 123/58,313, is 47% smaller

than the total fraction of variants (with frequency > 0.1% and <

50%) in the GenomeAsia dataset that were non-synonymous

(55,563/13,903,374).

Purifying Selection
We partitioned the genome into five roughly equally sized quin-

tiles based on the estimated strength of background selection (B,

cf. McVicker et al.40). We then tabulated the total sequence overlap

between the 2,319 identified PGHs and each quintile (blue line,

Figure 3A). As expected, the density of SNPs varies across the quin-

tiles. Since our PGH definition implicitly is affected by SNP den-

sity, it is possible that the quintile-PGH overlap will vary even in

the absence of purifying selection on PGHs. To correct for this
ember 5, 2019
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Figure 1. Boxplot Showing the Distribution of the Number of
Putative Ghost Haplotypes (PGHs) per Individual for Different
Continental Groups
Eur refers to 75 European samples, EA to 315 East Asian samples,
and Mel to 66 Melanesian samples. The whiskers are defined as
1.5 times the interquartile range.
(A) PGHs identified assuming the Denisovan genome was
unknown.
(B) PGHs identified assuming the Denisovan genome was known.
possibility, we randomly removed SNPs from quintiles until

the density of SNPs was the same, and recalculated quintile-PGH

overlaps (red line, Figure 3A).

Alternate PGH Definitions
The initial PGH definition was formulated in part to minimize the

number of false positives. So, it is likely to be highly conservative,

with many true ghost haplotypes being missed. We explored two

alternative (less stringent) criteria for PGHs and examined the ev-

idence for purifying selection in these additional PGHs. These

criteria were the same as before, except as noted below:

1. Eight ormore SNPs in complete LD, aminimum total length

of 4 kb, a density of diagnostic SNPs of at least 1.6 per Kb,

and a frequency of <50% for the putative haplotype.

2. Same as (1), but with six or more SNPs in complete LD and a

density of diagnostic SNPs of at least 1.2 per kb

Under these criteria, we identified 7,362 and 15,903 PGHs, respec-

tively. This means there were 5,043 PGHs that satisfied (1) but not

the original criteria, and 8,541 PGHs that satisfied (2) but not (1).

The relative overlap between these additional classes of PGHs and

the background selection quintiles is shown in Figure 3B.
Results

We looked for evidence of admixture with unknown archaic

hominins by searching for long, diverged haplotypes un-

likely to be inherited from Neanderthals or Denisovans, us-

ing amethod similar to our previouswork.36,37We call these

regions ‘‘putative ghost haplotypes,’’ or PGHs.

Testing Our Approach

Asproof-of-principle,wefirst analyzed the non-African sam-

ples from theGAsP assuming that theNeanderthal genome7

was known but the Denisovan genome11 was unknown.We
The American Jour
wanted to see whether our approach could identify Melane-

sian genomes (thought to have experienced �4%–5%

Denisovan admixture9,11) as likely candidates for archaic

introgression. (Here we colloquially use the term

‘‘Melanesian’’ to refer to individuals in the GAsP indigenous

toAustralia orPapuaNewGuinea.)We tabulated thenumber

of non-African, non-Neanderthal PGHs across 66

Melanesian, 75 European, and 315 East Asian genomes

(Figure1A).TheMelanesiangenomescontained10–20 times

more PGHs than did the European and East Asian genomes,

and this difference is highly significant (Mann-Whitney U

test, p < 10�8). We then recalculated the number of PGHs

for each genome excluding haplotypes sharing similarity

with the Altai Denisovan genome (Figure 1B). The relative

differences in average numbers of PGHs across groups was

substantially smaller but still significant (p< 10�5). These re-

sults show that archaic admixture events (such as the previ-

ously documented Denisovan admixture) can be detected

purely from patterns of linkage disequilibrium (see also

Skov et al.25). However, the differences between continental

groups that remain in Figure 1B also reflect the difficulty in

identifying Denisovan admixture tracts given the large esti-

mated divergence between the Altai Denisovan genome

and the Denisovans that admixed with the ancestors of pre-

sent-day Melanesians11 and perhaps also the effects of addi-

tional admixture eventswith anunknownhominin group36

(see below for further discussion).

Numbers of PGHs Vary across Populations

We next searched for PGHs across the full GAsP dataset. We

found a total of 2,319 autosomal PGHs across all individ-

uals. We also observed a striking gradient in the number

of PGHs, with sub-Saharan African individuals containing

5–15 times more PGHs than non-African individuals

(Figure 2; Table S2). The average number of PGHs was high-

est in Khoesan genomes, followed by Central African

Pygmy genomes, West African genomes, East African ge-

nomes, North African genomes, Middle Eastern genomes,

and other Eurasian genomes (Table 1). This is consistent

with a primary admixture event occurring in the ancestors

of present-day Khoesan populations, with subsequent

migration between modern human populations leading to

the observed gradient in PGH density across populations.

Since our PGH definition depends indirectly on SNP

density, it is likely that the expected number of PGHs

varies across populations even under a null model with

no archaic admixture. To estimate themagnitude of this ef-

fect and to determine whether the number of PGHs across

populations is consistent with the expectation of null

models not containing archaic admixture, we simulated

whole-genome sequence data using the demographic

model proposed by Malaspinas and colleagues,36 and a

range of different assumptions about recombination (see

Material and Methods). We found that the number of

PGHs was 10–500 times smaller in the simulated datasets

than what was observed in the actual West African data,

while the simulations and results were roughly consistent
nal of Human Genetics 105, 1254–1261, December 5, 2019 1257



Figure 2. Heatmap Showing the
Average Number of PGHs Stratified by
Country of Origin
Countries with no samples are shaded
light gray. The raw PGH counts on which
this figure is based are provided in Table
S2.
for the three non-African groups (Tables 1 and S3). We

conclude that (1) the differences in numbers of PGHs

across populations is much larger than expected under

simple models of modern human demography (which

incorporate factors such as the presumed population

bottleneck in non-African populations) and (2) the excess

of PGHs across all sub-Saharan African populations pro-

vides evidence for at least one major archaic admixture

event, likely subsequent to the initial divergence between

African and non-African populations.

Weak Evidence for Non-Neanderthal, Non-Denisovan

Archaic Admixture outside of Africa

One recent study claimed to find a signal of unknown

archaic admixture in South Asians (and shared with

Melanesians).41 Despite our dense sampling of caste and

language groups throughout South Asia (which included

Jarawa and Onge from the Andaman Islands), we find no

increase in the estimated number of PGHs in any South

Asian or Melanesian group, when compared to all other

non-African populations (Table S2). Similarly, we studied

samples from three different locations on the island of

Flores, including individuals of small stature (adult height

< 150 cm) from Rampasasa, close to the Liang Bua cave

where H. floresiensis samples have been found. These

groups do not show any increase in the number of PGHs

compared with other populations in Southeast Asia. Given

the magnitude of difference between observed and ex-

pected numbers of PGHs across populations (Table 1), we

conclude that the evidence for any non-Neanderthal,

non-Denisovan admixture outside of Africa is weak,

considering the uncertainties in demographic model and

recombination rate. In contrast, the gap between simu-

lated and actual numbers of PGHs is much larger in sub-Sa-

haran African populations. Given the size of this gap across

a wide range of assumptions about the recombination rate,
1258 The American Journal of Human Genetics 105, 1254–1261, December 5, 2019
we believe our results are most easily

explained by long-term isolation

and population structure within sub-

Saharan Africa (see Discussion).

Purifying Selection on PGHs

There is a growing body of evidence

suggesting that introgressed Nean-

derthal regions are generally delete-

rious (i.e., harmful) in modern

humans.8,26,28 If the PGHs we identi-

fied are truly the result of introgres-

sion from unknown archaic human
sources, we would expect them to display the same indirect

signs of past and current purifying selection, since at the

time of admixture the archaic human group probably

had a small effective population size (and thus a large ge-

netic load). Consistent with these expectations, we find

that PGH locations are preferentially located away from

coding regions (61% reduction over the expectation if

PGH locations were randomly and uniformly distributed

across the genome), and that amino-acid-altering muta-

tions are underrepresented in SNPs contained in PGHs

(47% reduction; see Material and Methods). Further, the

genome contains large regions bereft of PGHs (Table 2),

which is expected if there are allelic incompatibilities be-

tween archaic and modern human DNA. The observed

number of large (>7 Mb of assayed sequence) PGH deserts

is much higher than expected if PGH locations

were randomly chosen (13 observed versus 0.89 expected,

p < 10�7).

To explore the issue of purifying selection against PGHs

further, we subdivided the genome into quintiles, based

on the estimated strength of purifying selection at each

genomic location.40 Among these quintiles, we find a

strong negative correlation between the strength of pur-

ifying selection and the amount of overlap with PGH re-

gions (Figure 3). For example, the quintile of the genome

subject to the strongest purifying selection contains only

1.3 Mb of PGH regions, compared with 5.0 Mb in the

quintile with the weakest purifying selection. The same

qualitative pattern still holds true even if we conserva-

tively thin the data to have a uniform density of SNPs

across the quintiles (Figure 3A; see Material and Methods

for details).

Alternate PGH Definitions

Our PGH definition was purposely conservative, in order

to minimize the number of false positives expected. We



Table 2. Locations of Large (>7 Mbp of Assayed Bases) Genomic
Regions without Any PGHs, in hg19 Coordinates

Chromosome Approximate Position (Mbp)

2 22.47–34.46

2 51.49–72.34

2 140.79–150.87

3 45.69–56.19

3 74.15–83.93

5 85.87–94.42

5 135.26–145.38

7 126.70–139.28

9 12.12–21.40

9 92.23–105.18

14 58.13–68.22

15 66.80–79.64

16 65.01–75.93
also considered two less stringent definitions of PGHs

(which identified 7,362 and 15,903 total haplotypes) and

explored whether these expanded list of PGHs also showed
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Figure 3. Percent Overlap of PGHs Relative to Expectations,
Stratified by the Strength of Purifying Selection
Quintile 1 is the fifth of the genome with the strongest purifying
selection, while quintile 5 has the weakest.
(A) Results for 2,319 PGHs in blue and results for a highly conser-
vative thinned version of the data in red.
(B) Results using increasingly less stringent definitions for PGHs.
See Material and Methods for details.
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evidence of purifying selection. As before, we found strong

negative correlations between the strength of purifying se-

lection and the amount of overlap with PGH regions

(Figure 3B). This provides indirect evidence that we are

capturing mostly archaic human introgressed regions

even with the least stringent PGH definition (which in-

cludes 15,903 PGHs spanning a total of 113.5 Mb of

sequence) and suggests that there are many more

real ghost haplotypes besides the ones analyzed in this

study.
Discussion

In summary, our analyses documented a striking surplus of

long, diverged haplotypes (PGHs) in sub-Saharan African

genomes, with a strong gradient from south to north

within Africa. There are several complementary lines of ev-

idence suggesting that these haplotypes are the result of

recent introgression betweenmodern and archaic humans.

First, the excess of PGHs in sub-Saharan African groups is

unexpected under standard models of modern human

demography (Table 1). Second, our stringent filtering min-

imizes any confounding effects due to mapping and align-

ment errors. Third, our PGH approach would have easily

identified Denisovan admixture into Melanesian genomes

even without the presence of the Denisovan genome. In

addition, there is strong indirect evidence that the identi-

fied PGHs have been subject to purifying selection, as

expected if they really originated from introgression with

archaic humans.

We note that the extent of admixture between modern

and archaic humans, while clearly of historical and evolu-

tionary interest, also has direct implications for human dis-

ease genetics. If selection against introgressed DNA is

ongoing, then our results suggest that individuals with

sub-Saharan African ancestry are likely to have an elevated

disease burden due to the presence in their genomes of

maladapted archaic human DNA. Given the much larger

difference in the number of PGHs between African and

non-African populations (Figure 2) compared with the dif-

ferences between non-African populations shown in

Figure 1, we speculate that the magnitude of this admix-

ture (in terms of the divergence of the introgressing archaic

human population, the amount of admixture, or both) is

substantially greater than the previously documented

Neanderthal and Denisovan admixture events. The results

shown in Figure 3B are consistent with high (e.g., R5%)

rates of admixture into some sub-Saharan African popula-

tions. This is consistent with the admixture rate estimates

obtained in another recent study.18

One caveat though is that our approach cannot directly

distinguish between models of long-term isolation and

population structure within sub-Saharan African modern

humans and the archaic admixture scenario explored

above. We believe that archaic admixture is more likely

due to the evidence that PGHs have been subject to
nal of Human Genetics 105, 1254–1261, December 5, 2019 1259



purifying selection, but more work needs to be done to

rigorously compare different historical scenarios. In addi-

tion, further sequencing and analysis of genomes from

indigenous Central and Southern African groups will be

required to obtain a better null model for African modern

human demographic history than the Malaspinas model36

used here.

We searched for signs of ongoing purifying selection us-

ing two different approaches. First, we looked for overlap

between SNPs used to identify PGHs and homozygous pro-

tein truncating variants (PTVs, which are likely to be dele-

terious) identified in the GAsP dataset.24 Out of the

212,225 total SNPs in the expanded list of 15,903 PGHs,

none of them are homozygous PTVs. We also interrogated

a list of 725 likely pathogenic autosomal variants

identified using ClinVar (Table S4b in GenomeAsia100K

Consortium24). None of these were present in the

expanded list of PGH sites. So, there is no evidence of over-

lap between mutations thought to be deleterious and

PGHs. We tentatively conclude that if purifying selection

against PGHs is ongoing, it is likely acting on weakly dele-

terious variants with more subtle effects on fitness.
Supplemental Data

Supplemental Data can be found online at https://doi.org/10.

1016/j.ajhg.2019.11.005.
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